
MAUQUENCHY [L-H] - 01 March 
Race 1 - PRIX DE LA PLACE DU VIEUX MARCHE - ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP F13 Harness. Purse 

EUR €18,000. 

1. IRIS POCKET - Heavy defeat on debut in this class at Angers. Major progress needed. 

2. IVAN DE L'AUNAY - Improved fourth first up without shoes. Could place. 

3. IRIS DU PERCHE - Fair efforts without placing this term. Shade more required to be involved.  

4. ITALIANO DREAM - Runner-up in all three driven runs at this level. Excellent chance to get off the 

mark. 

5. IDEAL D'ARTONGES - Unplaced in eight driven outings. Opposed. 

6. ILLICO DE TILLARD - Dual walk up winner prior to a pair of below par autostart runs. Consider. 

7. ICARE DODIENVILLE - Dual winner including in this class on reappearance. Top chance for a leading 

trainer. 

8. ISCO DE CORDAY - Little driven form this campaign. Hard to fancy. 

9. IDEAL DE BRESSE - Improve frame visit second up without front shoes. Could replicate. 

10. I GOT A DREAM - 24 race maiden with moderate driven form. Would be a shock winner. 

11. IRON MIJACK - Down the field in a better grade Vincennes walk up last week. May improve with 

rear shoes removed. 

12. IMPALA QUICK - Seventh in stronger company at Nantes eight days ago. Place claims. 

Summary: ICARE DODIENVILLE (7) scored in this grade on reappearance. Top chance to make it 
three wins from five attempts for a notable trainer. ITALIANO DREAM (4) must go close following a trio 
of runner-up efforts at this level. Obvious winning claims. ILLICO DE TILLARD (6) and IDEAL DE 

BRESSE (9) appeal for placings with solid form among similar company. Keep in mind.  

Selections 

ICARE DODIENVILLE (7) - ITALIANO DREAM (4) - ILLICO DE TILLARD (6) - IDEAL DE BRESSE 

(9)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE L'HISTORIAL JEANNE D'ARC - ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP F37 Harness. Purse 
EUR €20,000. 

1. HERMINE DU GAJO - 38L defeat in this grade in December. Hard to enthuse. 

2. HELOTE JENILOU - Held sixth in this class here on reappearance. More required. 

3. HURRY CASH BEYLEV - Failed to complete in two of previous four starts in similar company. Others 

more reliable. 

4. HURRICANE DALM - 3.5L seventh first up in stronger company at Argentan. Minor place claims. 

5. HIMEROS DU DOLLAR - Improved fourth at Laval thirteen days ago. Place appeal. 

6. HECTOR DU MINON - Four consecutive DQ tempers enthusiasm. Look elsewhere. 

7. HARRY COHIAIS - Excellent course and distance winner in tougher driven company at the start of 

last month. Top pick. 

8. HIPPY DE LA COUDRE - Fair driven efforts in stronger races this term. Each-way hope. 

9. HOLBOX D'EM - Infrequent winner who ran eighth in an autostart on reappearance. Step forward 

required. 

10. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - Better run when sixth at Vincennes last month. Not a forlorn place hope 

down in grade. 

11. HIMOKA - Completed a driven hat-trick at Laval after a course and journey success. Notable claims. 

12. HUIZON DES TITHAIS - Won in this class at Nantes prior to fine runs in similar company. Solid 

frame prospects. 

13. HELECHO - Improved track and trip third eighteen days ago. Keep safe. 

14. HARVEST - Improved third in a Vincennes mounted affair second up. Ignored back in a driven event. 

Summary: HARRY COHIAIS (7) delivered a strong track and trip victory in a better grade driven race 

last time. Expected to go close under suitable conditions. HIMOKA (11) rates highly after completing a 
walk up hat-trick at this standard. Continues to progress and hard to fault. HUIZON DES TITHAIS (12) 
could make the frame with solid form this campaign while HIPPY DE LA COUDRE (8) is included for 
multiples. 

Selections 

HARRY COHIAIS (7) - HIMOKA (11) - HUIZON DES TITHAIS (12) - HIPPY DE LA COUDRE (8)  



Race 3 - PRIX DE L'ARMADA DE ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP F64 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€20,000. 

1. GAGNE LUCKY - Completed a walk up double in this class prior to a below par run at Cagnes-sur-

Mer. Strong claims if delivering best. 

2. GAMINE DE RIBEAU - No threat in a better class course walk up two starts ago. Unlikely to feature.  

3. GLOIRE DES SARTS - Failed to complete in two of her previous four walk ups. Others more 

consistent. 

4. GIANT MADRIK - DQ when favourite at Laval in this grade thirteen days ago. Major claims if bouncing 

back to a victory before. 

5. GREAT ROCK - Disappointed at Vire before a long break. Key player judged on previous pair of 

runner-up spots. 

6. GOLD ELEVEN - Unplaced in all thirteen driven starts. Ignored. 

7. GOLDEN GOOD - DQ when prominent at Strasbourg two starts ago. Dangerous to rule out. 

8. GAME UP - Hit the frame in previous couple of walk ups at this level. Could repeat on stable debut.  

9. GALOPIN FONTAINE - 9.25L sixth when reappearing in this standard. Shade more required. 

10. GAMME NINA - Improved third without shoes four weeks ago. One to note with a notable driver 

taking over. 

11. GITANE DE LA DIVES - Needs to bounce back from a pair of driven DQ. Others easily preferred. 

12. GAGNEUR - Good 2.5L fourth in stronger driven company at Nantes. Keep in mind. 

13. GELASQUEZ - Back-to-back placings but yet to win in 51 attempts. Placing at best. 

14. GINGLE SPECIAL - Improved walk up form with front pads applied this term. Thereabouts. 

15. GALANT DE CHRISTAL - Course autostart victory two runs ago at this level. Not discounted. 

16. GOLDORACK - Good second in this class on penultimate outing. Likely player. 

17. GRANITA DE VIETTE - Dual course and distance winner who scored in tougher company eighteen 

days ago. Major hope. 

18. GOOD WATER - Solid driven form this term with a good record without shoes. Each-way appeal. 

Summary: GRANITA DE VIETTE (17) rates highly as a dual track and trip winner who won a tougher 
walk up last time. Obvious leading contender. GIANT MADRIK (4) could be involved in the finish if 
bouncing back to winning form two starts ago. Key chance. Among the main players is GAGNE LUCKY 
(1) who is providing strong walk up form this campaign. GINGLE SPECIAL (14) holds solid place claims. 

Selections 

GRANITA DE VIETTE (17) - GIANT MADRIK (4) - GAGNE LUCKY (1) - GINGLE SPECIAL (14)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE L'ILE LACROIX - ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP E179 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€29,000. 

1. FULL CASH DE PADD - Back-to-back 4.5L victories including in this grade. Major winning hope. 

2. ELIOTTNELL ONE - One place from nine attempts at this journey. Opposed. 

3. EL CONDOR PILLIERE - Three consecutive DQ. Hard to recommend. 

4. FAMEUX SAX - Course and distance win on sole attempt and placed in previous couple of starts at 

this level. Consider. 

5. EVA DU CAMPDOS - No joy since resuming and yet to reach the places at this track. 

6. FADETTE D'AURCY - Travelling kindly prior to a late DQ in this class at Vincennes. One to note.  

7. DEESSE DES ILES - One place from ten attempts at this journey. Opposed returning to a walk up.  

8. FEU DE REVOLTE - Completed a double in a Laval walk up thirteen days ago. Obvious winning 

claims. 

9. DROP DE L'ITON - Improved fourth at a huge price in this class before a break. Unlikely to replicate. 

10. DIVA DU CAMPDOS - Poor driven form prior to a break but is a three-time track and trip scorer. 

11. ESCORT BOY - Better effort at Nantes before a break but others boast stronger claims. 

12. FANAL DU GARDEN - Yet to place from three attempts at this trip but sharp progress expected 

second up with shoes removed. 

13. DOZULE GITAN - Dual course and distance winner but well held in previous walk up with shoes on. 

14. ENZO SLIPPER - Fine fifth behind a future winner in stronger walk up company in December. 

Consider. 

15. DRIANGO DE NILE - Course and distance winner but arrives in poor driven form. Others preferred.  

16. DORUN BEAM - Midfield in previous couple of similar walk up efforts. Hard to recommend. 

17. EASY DES FLICS - Excellent fourth in a stronger Vincennes walk up two starts ago. Key chance if 

sharp after a long break. 

18. EVEIL DU LUPIN - DQ in previous three outings but has plenty of driven ability. One to note for a 

good stable. 

Summary: EASY DES FLICS (17) looks set to win. Finished fourth in a significantly stronger Vincennes 
walk up and rates a top chance. FULL CASH DE PADD (1) looms as a major danger following a 4.5L 
success. FEU DE REVOLTE (8) is another who completed a double in latest. Bold showing likely. 
FAMEUX SAX (4) cannot be ruled out providing solid walk up form. Won on sole track and trip outing.  

Selections 

EASY DES FLICS (17) - FULL CASH DE PADD (1) - FEU DE REVOLTE (8) - FAMEUX SAX (4)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE L'ABBAYE SAINT-OUEN - ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP F13 Harness. Purse EUR 
€18,000. 

1. INDIA BAZOQUAIN - Back-to-back DQ in easier company. Ignored. 

2. IBELIA HEMSSON - Failed to complete on reappearance here. Could improve with shoes removed. 

3. INDULGENTE - Unplaced in all six career starts. Hopes pinned on the removal of shoes.  

4. IDOLE DE LA ROUVRE - Failed to complete when strong in the market second up. Keep safe. 

5. ILLIANGA DE NILE - Completed a hat-trick of DQ nine days ago. Opposed. 

6. ITALIE FRANCE - Got off the mark on reappearance at Cherbourg in convincing style. Major appeal.  

7. INSOLITE NIGHT - Solid fifth in similar driven company on penultimate outing. Thereabouts.  

8. ISEA DU QUENNE - Placed on autostart debut here eighteen days ago. Among the frame candidates.  

9. IKERINA - Fifth in this class of a walk up before mixed mounted form. Others boast stronger claims. 

10. IDOLE DES SPORTS - Improve place at Laval third up. Among the minor place options. 

11. INIADES - Forgive a below par seventh with shoes on eleven days ago. Key chance on winning 

form three back. 

12. ISENGRINE ABSOLUTE - DQ on autostart debut second up. One to note as a dual walk up winner 

at this level previously. 

13. ISLAND STAR - Impressive 3.5L victory in this class second up. Notable runner. 

14. INDIANA BEACH - Unplaced in five driven outings. Hard to fancy. 

Summary: ISLAND STAR (13) is two from three including an impressive 3.5L success in this grade 
second up. The one to beat with a progressive profile. ITALIE FRANCE (6) can go close following an 

easy win at Cherbourg on reappearance. Key challenger. INSOLITE NIGHT (7) holds  each-way claims 
if bouncing back to the form of a driven fifth two runs back. ISENGRINE ABSOLUTE (12) is worth 
keeping safe as a dual walk up winner. 

Selections 

ISLAND STAR (13) - ITALIE FRANCE (6) - INSOLITE NIGHT (7) - ISENGRINE ABSOLUTE (12)  



Race 6 - PRIX DE LA CATHEDRALE DE ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP F30 APP Monte. Purse EUR 
€18,000. 

1. HISTOIRE DE PREZ - Unplaced in seven mounted starts. Hopes pinned on the application of front 

pads on stable debut. 

2. HEMERA D'HERIPRE - Two places from nine driven starts. Could improve in a first mounted event. 

3. HOTMAIL DU BOSS - 5L mounted success in this class three outings back. Obvious contender.  

4. HELLO PETTEVINIERE - Two places from seventeen mounted attempts. Hard to enthuse. 

5. HEROINE D'AGEN - Beaten a long way at this track on reappearance. Prefer to watch on mounted 

debut. 

6. HOKKAIDO - Breakthrough victory in this class of a Nantes mounted affair eight days ago. Could 

build on that promising effort. 

7. HEROINE DU RIB - DQ on second mounted run at Vire six days ago. Significant improvement 

required. 

8. HOOKER - Three straight driven DQ before this stable and mounted debut. May progress.  

9. HARGO JOSSELYN - Failed to complete in his previous couple of mounted starts. Prefer to watch. 

10. HER MAJESTY TEGE - Late DQ when ahead of a pair of future winners in a mounted event here 

earlier this month. Player. 

11. HAND DAIRPET - Won a second mounted race in this class at Vire six days ago. Notable claims.  

12. HERMINE QUESNOT - Fourth in a better grade Vincennes mounted race eight days ago. Could 

place. 

13. HIRIUS DE GUEZ - Excellent third in a stronger mounted affair at Bordeaux. Solid prospects.  

Summary: HIRIUS DE GUEZ (13) produced a good third among tougher mounted company at 

Bordeaux. Expected to go close eased in class. Top claims. HAND DAIRPET (11) delivered a second 
career mounted win in latest. In the mix if replicating. HER MAJESTY TEGE (10) failed to complete 
when travelling well in front of a pair of future winners last time. Consider. HOKKAIDO (6) completes 
the shortlist. 

Selections 

HIRIUS DE GUEZ (13) - HAND DAIRPET (11) - HER MAJESTY TEGE (10) - HOKKAIDO (6)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE L'AITRE SAINT-MACLOU - ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP F2 Harness. Purse EUR 
€18,000. 

1. JEMISSORA - Filly by Reve De Beylev. Prefer to watch on first outing. 

2. JIMANY - Tag Wood debutante who deserves a market check first up. 

3. JAVA DE LA ROUVRE - Failed to complete when debuting at Argentan. Improvement required. 

4. JUST ONE NIGHT - Back-to-back DQ in this grade. Hard to enthuse. 

5. J'ADORE - Shown little in three driven outings. Hopes pinned on the application of front pads.  

6. JESSY DE BANVILLE - Solid sixth when debuting at this venue nine days ago. Thereabouts with 

improvement likely. 

7. JUNON MESLOISE - Fine 2.75L sixth on debut at Nantes in this company. Among the chances. 

8. JOYCE DREAM - Sixth in both similar driven contests. Shade more required to trouble the principles. 

9. JOY FOR DANCING - Fair fifth when debuting at Laval in this class of a walk up. Thereabouts.  

10. JOHANNA ELEVEN - Unplaced in four similar driven outings thus far. Others preferred. 

11. JALAYA DES BROUETS - Shaped encouragingly when a debut fourth here in the same grade. 

Notable claims. 

12. JISKAYA DE CARSI - Shown ability prior to a DQ at Laval. Could bounce back. 

13. JAZZY JANE - Seven DQ from ten career starts. Ignored. 

Summary: JALAYA DES BROUETS (11) is expected to make a winning run second up after a highly 
encouraging debut fourth at this venue. Serious player. JOY FOR DANCING (9) shaped well with a fine 

fifth debuting at Laval in this grade. Notable contender. JUNON MESLOISE (7) could improve. Was a 
solid sixth at Nantes and is among the chances. JESSY DE BANVILLE (6) is another to consider 
following a fair initial effort. 

Selections 

JALAYA DES BROUETS (11) - JOY FOR DANCING (9) - JUNON MESLOISE (7) –  

JESSY DE BANVILLE (6)  



Race 8 - PRIX DU GROS HORLOGE - ROUEN -  2850m WALK-UP G108 HCP AM Harness. Purse 
EUR €6,000. 

1. FLEUR DU BOISROND - Back-to-back DQ tempers enthusiasm. Others preferred. 

2. EUROPA THONIC - Sixth in a weaker walk up last month. More required. 

3. EAGLE DE VAUVILLE - 2L fifth in this class prior to a DQ at Machecoul. Others make more appeal. 

4. FELINE DES RUETTES - Solid third in a better grade Pontchateau walk up nine days ago. Among 

the chances. 

5. FIACRE DU CHENE - 65 race maiden. Would be a major shock if placing. 

6. FLICKA DU PERCHE - Dual placer over course and distance. Not out of a frame spot without shoes. 

7. ELITLOPPET - Unplaced in all seven starts over this journey. Others preferred. 

8. ETOILE DE GINAI - Forgive an autostart DQ with strong winning walk up form at this level previously. 

9. FLICFLAC DU LOGIS - Completed a walk up double in this class prior to a held tenth in an autostart. 

Major appeal after a break. 

10. CHARLY MAZA - Yet to place in five attempts at this trip and suffered a heavy defeat in December. 

Little chance. 

11. EMPEROR CHARM - Improved sixth behind a subsequent winner before a break. Place claims. 

12. FACTO TURGOT - Beaten out of sight in previous couple of easier driven runs. Ignored. 

13. ELDORADO ROYAL - Dual winner at this trip and improve fifth earlier in the month. Place chance.  

14. EVEIL DU PERCHE - Solid pieces of grass form last term but something to prove back on this 

surface. 

15. ELIOTT DE SIMM - Could improve returning to driven company on stable debut. Keep safe without 

shoes. 

16. ETOILE D'ETE - Mixed mounted form this campaign. Respected back in a walk up with a good 

driver. 

Summary: FLICFLAC DU LOGIS (9) is expected to have improved after a break. Notable c laims if 
recapturing double-winning form at this level earlier in the campaign. ETOILE DE GINAI (8) can be 
excused an autostart DQ. Capable of a bold showing with strong walk up form previously. ETOILE 
D'ETE (16) must be respected revisiting driven company with a solid driver. FLICKA DU PERCHE (6) 
appeals for a placing. 

Selections 

FLICFLAC DU LOGIS (9) - ETOILE DE GINAI (8) - ETOILE D'ETE (16) - FLICKA DU PERC 


